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adding verbal cues

Module 3 Lesson Plan

You may have noticed that we haven’t given our dogs any verbal cues up until this point. Can 
you guess why? Because dogs really understand a lot less of the “blah blah” that comes out of 
our mouths than we think. So we didn’t want to risk this scenario: 

Dogs don’t learn verbal cues (or any behavior for that matter) the same way that 
we humans learn definitions. They simply learn that they produce consequences.

The problem with the above is that we’ve got a missed association. If you remember from the 
last module in our recall training, it is super important for our cue to be paired with a reward. 
That’s how dogs learn that the stuff we say has any value. 

We say “down”
our dog 

doesn’t down
we can’t 

treat  

building a stay - first steps
Most of us teach our dogs to stay by slowly backing away from them with our arm extended - a 
picture that screams “training setup” to our dogs and therefore doesn’t translate well to the real 
world when a stay is really needed (think when visitors arrive, when we’re cooking dinner, etc.). 

Since distractions are what make a stay most challenging to a dog, we’re going to start there. 
We’ll use a food distraction because it keeps our rate of reinforcement (number of treats/unit of 
time) high, which makes it easier for the dog to stay in the game. It also teaches our dogs, right 
from the get-go, that temptations will arise and we still need them to stay.  
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As we move to putting food on the floor for the first time, the game changes. Dogs have a very 
strong reward history for eating food that has fallen on the ground - we often even point it out 
to them. So this is going to be somewhat confusing for your dog in the beginning. 

The first time you put food on the ground, keep it pinched between your fingers so that you can 
snatch it away quickly if he goes for it. As he starts to get the hang of it, move your hand away 
slightly, then a bit more, etc. 

Now is the time to start asking your dog to move toward you after you give the recall cue. You’re 
looking to go only about halfway across the room and you’ll need to prompt (happy talk, crouch 
down, make funny sounds, etc. ) after you give the cue. Then pay generously. 

 Remember our order of events:

If your dog jumps to greet - congratulations! You have a normal, social dog. They jump because 
they want to be closer to our faces, and greeting contexts really make that urge strong. The an-
swer is simply to train an alternative behavior, and our favorite is sit. 

We teach a heel (meaning your dog is glued to your side while walking on leash) in our Basic 
Manners II course, but this exercise is a fantastic way to teach your dog that pulling simply 
doesn’t work any more. It takes a lot of patience and consistency, but it is so worth it! 

come when called

Leave It - food on the floor

cue prompt pay 

sit to greet

Loose-Leash Walking With a Clear Directional Goal

If you are truly committed to stopping your dog’s jumping, you need to make 
a promise: No more greeting anyone unless his butt is on the floor.


